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SHADOWGRAPH STUDY OF THE UPPER STAGE FLOW FIELDS 
OF SOME SATURN V STUDY CONFIGURATIONS IN 
THE TRANSONIC MACH NUMBER RANGE 
SUMMARY 
This report  presents graphical engineering interpretations of selected shadow- 
graphs. 
preliminary Saturn V study configurations , mostly by MSFC's 14-inch trisonic tunnel. 
The engineering interpretations are intended to be qualitative aids in the evaluation of 
space vehicle aerodynamic data in the critical transonic Mach number range. 
should be particularly valuable in (a) the determination of the degree of applicability 
of analytical tools in view of the flow fields and their interactions; (b)  the support and 
explanation of test results , particularly.where anomalies a r e  observed; and ( c )  the pre- 
diction of a reas  of extremely fluctuating pressures.  
The photographs were  obtained during transonic wind tunnel tests of two 
They 
The interpretations show the effects of Mach number, angle of attack, and launch 
escape system spikes on the flow fields about the unconventional Saturn upper stage 
shapes. Background information is given on the pictorial fidelity, problems of inter- 
pretation of shadowgraphs , separable Reynolds and Mach number effects, spike effects , 
and shock-boundary layer interactions. The applicability of test results to full scale 
flow fields is argued. A detailed discussion dissects the sample interpretations and 
lists characterist ics of typical flow fields. 
The most significant conclusions a r e  as follows: 
I. The tests simulate flight vehicle flow fields very well, despite some Reynolds 
number disparities. 
2. Conventional exact attached-flow theoretical concepts a r e  generally in- 
applicable. 
3. Large a reas  of separated flow, sensitive to angle of attack, cover the vehicle. 
4. Local supersonic flows are initially felt on the body at Mach numbers near 
0.8. 
5. Strong shock-boundary layer interactions occur on o r  near frustums, with 
the shocks impinging on unsteady mixing regions. This indicates presence of fluctuating 
pressures.  
SECTJON I. INTRODUCTION 
Early launch vehicles were simple configurations , usually consisting of 
spherically-blunted cones joined to cylinders. 
shapes were usually confined to the nose region, and their paucity allowed analysts to 
predict aerodynamic characterist ics very well from theory. The advent of unconven- 
tional Saturn-type configurations has signalled the exit of good theoretical predictions 
based on the inviscid equations in the transonic and low supersonic regimes. Only in 
the hypersonic range does inviscid theory again come into its own. The main reasons 
f o r  the poor theoretical correlations are the large a reas  of separated flow on the vehicle 
and lack of a suitable theory for  prediction,and analysis of such separation. 
Flow field disturbances radiated by such 
. 
The typical Saturn shape is a blunt cone-cylinder followed by a succession of 
conical frustums of varying angle and cylinders of varying length. 
such shapes began about four years  ago. 
records of the flow fields were an indispensable aid to the analysis of Saturn's aero- 
dynamic characteristics. The most cri t ical  a r ea  is the transonic-low supersonic range 
where theory fails and where dynamic pressures  a r e  greatest. A s  testing progressed, 
investigators found that good optical coverage was also required at high Mach numbers, 
where shock-boundary layer interactions sometimes caused large changes in character- 
istics. 
Wind tunnel tes ts  on 
It was immediately realized that pictorial 
While shadowgraphs provide the least amount of quantitative information com- 
pared with interferometric and Schlieren systems they a r e  ideal for  visualizing the 
disturbances in a flow field. An advanced spark shadowgraph system was  developed 
which yielded the required brilliance and high degree of resolution. This system was 
the result  of a fine-tooth-comb improvement of the controlling factors -- size ,  intensity 
and duration of the spark; its geometric mating to the test  condition; and the right choice 
and processing of photosensitive materials. 
detail of the equipment and some aspects of spark photography in general. 
Reference I describes the mechanical 
This paper presents engineering interpretations of shadowgraphs (Figs.  2 and 3) 
Included interpretations show the effects of Mach number, 
taken during tests of typical Saturn shapes, most of which were conducted at the MSFC 
14-inch Trisonic Tunnel [ 23. 
angle of attack, and launch escape system "spikes" on upper stage flow fields. The 
effect of Reynolds number variation has not been included because of the limited range 
available in MSFC's facility. Actual shadowgraphs (two of which appear as Figure 4) 
are the bas is of these interpretations. 
The paper is motivated by three factors. First, project engineers have accumu- 
lated volumes of flow visualization records without being able to easily disseminate them 
among other engineers. Second, mass  reproduction of these records is impossible 
without severe loss  of detail ( the cost is prohibitive). Third,  many of the pictures need 
interpretative comment to cull the optical distortions , window striations , and shock 
reflections. 
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The illustrations are more  than artist's conceptions. Many references were 
consulted during their  preparation. Records from different sources were compared, 
and parametrically similar situations were interpolated to  construct the most realistic 
and proportionally correct illustrations fo r  the cases chosen. For  this reason, the 
illustrations are described as engineering interpretations. Interpretation is not always 
straightforward. 
this report. 
Personal opinion unavoidably enters the problem and has done so in 
The authors welcome any comments. 
The authors wish to  acknowledge the contributions of the staff of the Aerodynamic 
Design Branch, and particularly those of Mr. G. Pertree, who performed the art work 
fo r  the engineering interpretations. 
SECTION 11. MODEL AND FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
A. MODELS 
The subject models were two 0.0033-scale preliminary Saturn V configura- 
tions, the exact geometries of which are shown in Figure I. 
tive of the latest designs; however, dimensional obsolescence is immaterial to the 
purposes of this paper. 
current designs. 
Neither is fully representa- 
The lower model of Figure I is more nearly representative of 
These particular models were chosen fo r  two reasons. First, many shadow- 
graphs were available, especially fo r  Model B, the more current shape. Second, Model 
A is a much more slender body than is Model B. 
angle and is less prone to separation and to generation of strong shocks in the low 
supersonic range. Therefore, although both models have two cylinders and two frus- 
tums, the overall flow fields are quite different. These interpretations then provide a 
qualitative assessment of the effects of slenderizing the upstream portions of a model. 
Its leading frustum is of smaller  cone 
B. WIND TUNNEL 
The tests were conducted in MSFC's 14-inch trisonic tunnel. 
sections provide a Mach number range between 0.4 and 5.0. A unique design feature 
of the tunnel is the capability of quick interchange of these test sections. 
Two test  
Mach numbers between 0.4 and 2.0 are achieved with a T'transonicT1 test section, 
which uses fixed nozzle blocks, movable perforated walls, auxiliary suction, and flaps. 
Tqe high range, Mach 2.7  through 5.0, is achieved with a fixed-contour variable Mach 
number supersonic nozzle. The blowdown tunnel exhausts to either atmospheric pres- 
su re  o r  vacuum. Automatically controlled high-pressure storage batteries supply dry 
air at stagnation pressures  of up to seven atmospheres. The air passing through the 
stilling chamber is heated to a maximum of 200" F by a capacity-type heat exchanger. 
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It then passes  through flow straighteners and three damping screens before entering the 
contraction section. Reference 2 further describes the facility and presents flow C a l i -  
brations. 
C. SHADOWGRAPH SYSTEMS 
Spark shadowgraphs are taken by a Fairchild A-7 aerial camera magazine, 
loaded with 75-foot ree ls  of f i lm, through windows in the transonic test section. The 
spark source is located on the opposite side of the tunnel in an opaque conical cover. 
The film is placed as close to the window as possible, and the light source is trans- 
lated within its conical cover to change magnification. 
The camera has been modified so  that manual signal by the tunnel operator ex- 
poses and advances the film. Automatic equipment processes  the exposed fi lm, and 
negatives can be viewed approximately ten minutes af ter  exposure. Reference I pro- 
vides further details of the process. 
SECTION 111. SHADOWGRAPH APPLICATION AND VALIDITY 
All flow-visualization techniques rely on density variations for  their  results. 
Interferometers measure density levels compared with some reference state;  fringe 
shifts a r e  counted to obtain variations in density. Schlieren systems show gradients 
in density (first x-derivative) , and shadowgraphs show the gradient of density gradient 
(second x-derivative) . 
Figure 5 illustrates relative intensities for  the flow across  a normal shock wave. 
The shock will show up as a wider disturbance in the shadowgraph, and the characteris-  
tic white line on the downstream side of the shock is a consequence of the negative 
second derivative. 
difficulties inherent in the performance of a double integration of photographic intensity 
automatically preclude the determination of actual density levels. 
Relative shock strengths a r e  easily seen on a shadowgraph, but 
Boundary layers and separated regions show up nicely in shadowgraphs if the 
flow field density is not too low. Here we must be careful. Density changes across  
shocks and expansions are governed by ratios which a r e  functions of Mach number and 
flow direction. Density gradients (changes with distance) depend on these ratios and on 
upstream density levels. Hence, disturbances in a low-density flow will not be as visi- 
ble on a shadowgraph as those in a high-density flow. Two effects applied to boundary 
layers become apparent. First, large variations of density occur only in the lower 
viscous s t ra ta ,  especially if the layer is turbulent. 
layer seen in a shadowgraph is less  than its actual thickness. Second, the boundary 
layer downstream of a corner  expansion often appears to be thinner than it was upstream. 
Thus the thickness of a boundary 
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This effect is entirely due to reduction in density level and to transient changes in the 
transverse thermodynamic profiles. 
An axially symmetric flow field is not as easy to analyze as a two-dimensional 
field. Boundary layers  are thinner, shocks are weaker, and the parallel light rays  
penetrating a three-dimensional field pick up extraneous disturbances which must be 
mentally weeded out. Engineering interpretations are especially valuable in the ex- 
clusion of the extraneous images. 
Before assessing the validity of the shadowgraphs (as they apply to the full scale 
vehicle) , we briefly review some basic characterist ics of interacting flow fields. Com- 
pression and expansion waves , and their  strengths and locations , are strongly dependent 
on Mach number but only weakly so on Reynolds number. On the other hand, boundary 
layer  development and, in the absence of shocks, separated regions are strong functions 
of Reynolds number. 
actions result  which are sensitive to Mach-Reynolds number combinations. 
interactions occur at nearly every geometric discontinuity at transonic and supersonic 
speeds. 
When viscous layers and waves occur at the same place, inter- 
Such 
The boundary layer on a smooth blunt body follows a negative (favorable) pres- 
su re  gradient around the body. A simple sharp spike on the nose will drastically a l ter  
the flow field. In this case ,  the boundary layer developing on the spike fights an in- 
creasing pressure  as it approaches the stagnation point. A t  some point, the location of 
which depends on whether the layer is laminar o r  turbulent, it separates from the spike 
and creates  a large recirculating dead-air region on the nose. 
istic of the configurations with the launch escape system (LES) . This effect is character- 
Because the lower strata of a boundary layer a r e  subsonic, no waves reach the 
Thus the adverse surface pressure gradient associated with a shock must be body. 
more gradual than it is in the f ree  stream. 
is called the width of diffusion [ 31 and is about 106 for  a turbulent layer and 1006 for  a 
laminar layer. 
interact, but its extent is much la rger  in the laminar case. Whether separation occurs 
o r  not, the boundary layer thickens ahead of the shock. 
The distance over which the pressure r i s e s  
Local separation is highly probable when a shock and boundary layer 
Attached laminar layers  can only support small  p ressure  rises.  A f t e r  separa- 
tion, however, a laminar free-mixing layer can overcome large pressure  rises. Hence, 
a layer which is laminar at separation may still be laminar at reattachment. If the shock 
is strong (high Mach number) but the Reynolds number is low: a laminar layer will 
separate ahead of the shock and may or  may not undergo transition at the same time. 
At high Reynolds numbers, transition will occur ahead of the shock whether separation 
occurs or  not. 
In his studies of supersonic diffusers, Busemann discovered that, at all Mach 
numbers, separation did not depend on angle of convergence o r  divergence; but it could 
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always be associated with an  adverse pressure  gradient. In general, turbulent 
boundary layers  will not separate unless there  is at least an 80 percent rise in pressure 
over the narrow width of diffusion. 
With the above discussion in mind, we postulate that the illustrations are repre- 
sentative of the flow fields about the full scale vehicle at corresponding Mach numbers 
and low angles of attack, even though test Reynolds numbers were off by a factor of 
100 (g I O 6  versus 
full confidence in the correctness of the important basic features of the flow fields. In 
other words, we believe that the gross effect of Reynolds number differences is small  
under these conditions. This should not be construed as an  invitation to scale boundary 
layer thicknesses (see the earlier discussion on boundary layers in shadowgraphs) , 
but it is believed that shock shapes and other flow field quantities a r e  s imilar  to those 
on the flight vehicle. 
100 x I O 6  full scale).  Ignoring minor ar t is t ic  l iberties,  we have 
This declaration of confidence is supported by theoretical and experimental 
evidence. The test Reynolds numbers are high enough that, whether the LES spike is 
on o r  off, the boundary layer is certainly turbulent before its first interaction with a 
shock wave. From this point on, a higher Reynolds number has very little effect on 
the occurrence or extent of separation. 
Fo r  Saturn vehicles, the simulation of full scale Reynolds number is impossible 
in any existing transonic test facility. Full scale simulation is possible, however, for  
Mach numbers of the order  of three and above. Such tests have been conducted [ 41. 
The inability to duplicate Reynolds number is not unique with Saturn; only the degree of 
disparity is new. 
SECTION N. CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL SATURN FLOW FIELDS 
The engineering interpretations included in this report  show the effects of varia- 
tions in Mach number, geometry and attitude on the gross flow-field features of Saturn 
shapes. A s  we stated above, Reynolds number effects a r e  not included because of 
limited test range , but their  inclusion is believed unnecessary anyway. Comparison of 
Figures 3c, 3d, and 4 shows that the shapes and locations of the significant flow field 
features are unaltered in the interpretation, while the confusing waves are deleted. 
The subject models appear in Figure I. All l inear dimensions a r e  given in 
calibers. 
each other and from current designs, but this fact has no bearing on the aims of this 
report. 
Lengths and angles (particularly those of the leading frustums) differ from 
Figure 2 shows the flow field about Model A as the Mach number increases from 
0.7 to I. 2. One fact stands out: theoretical attached-flow concepts are totally inadequate 
f o r  the analysis of such shapes in the transonic range. 
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A t  M = 0.7, the boundary layer separates right at the cone-cylinder junction, 
drowns the first frustum in "dead air," and reattaches on the long cylinder, No further 
separation occurs at the second frustum-cylinder junction, probably because the local, 
equivalent-flat-plate Reynolds number excludes that possibility. Note that the layer 
thickens at the head of the second frustum and then thins out as the aft juncture is ap- 
proached and passed. This thinning effect is probably caused by a combination of de- 
creasing density on the frustum and alteration of the thermodynamic profiles by centrifu- 
gal forces at the aft juncture. Again, we caution that boundary layer thicknesses are 
not to be scaled. 
At  M = 0.8, the turbulent separated region extends far ther  downstream before 
reattaching. In this case,  the reattached boundary layer remains thick over the whole 
body. The aft-frustum expansion to locally supersonic flow causes an apparent thinning; 
this trend is reversed by the system of weak normal shocks on the aft cylinder. 
The separated flow region at M = 0.9 is less extensive than it was at M = 0.8, 
Again, the corner  ex- 
and a weak normal shock system perturbs its boundaries. The boundary layer is thick 
up to the frustum, where compressive forces  make it thinner. 
pansion produces locally supersonic flow and an apparently thinner boundary layer. A 
semi-normal recompression shock appears on the aft cylinder. 
Sonic velocities ( M  = I. 0) herald more complicated flow fields. Expansion 
waves emanate from the cone-cylinder junction. The mixing layer seems to have 
thinned a bit, ' but the former normal shock system has changed to a conical recompres- 
sion shock attached to  the forward frustum. Overexpansion at the shoulder causes 
slightly supersonic speeds. The flow is then sent subsonic by a weak conical recom- 
pression and a normal shock. The boundary layer remains thick up the compressing 
second frustum surface. At the aft juncture, the flow overexpands and recompresses 
in a short distance. The downstream Mach number is just slightly supersonic, and a 
normal shock takes ca re  of that. 
The forward separation region has definitely decreased its extent at M = I. I. A 
typical bow shock is now present,  and the cone-cylinder expansion is also there. 
effective angle of the first frustum, decreased by the separated flow, generates an 
attached conical shock (a  weak overexpansion and recompression force reattachment). 
The next shock, obviously a detached shock induced by the second frustum, thickens 
the boundary layer further. The final shoulder expansion and weak recompression 
apparently thin out the boundary layer,  but this is a matter of speculation. 
The 
The highest Mach number tested, 'I. 2, is 'characterized by a conspicuous 
absence of separated flow at the forward end and a thin boundary layer on the body. 
The disappearance of the forward separated region at higher Mach numbers agrees with 
the data of Kuehn [5] .  The forward frustum shock is still conical, but it would detach 
with a small increase in frustum angle. The second frustum shock induces local turbu- 
lent separation. It is difficult to ascertain whether this shock is truly a detached shock 
o r  whether it is attached to the equivalent frustum generated by the free mixing layer. 
The shadowgraph seems to indicate the latter. The strength of the shock, in te rms  of 
pressure rise, is definitely greater than its counterpart at M = 1. i; otherwise, no local 
separation would occur. The unsteadiness of this mixing region is evident from the 
feathering of its shock wave near the body. The mixing layer reattaches just before 
going through the final expansion, and the subsequent boundary layer seems  to be thin. 
Figure 3 shows the effects of variatibn in Mach number, addition of the LES, 
and change in attitude of Configuration B. The cylindrical portions of this model are 
more nearly equal in length, and the forward frusturn angle is greater  than in the case 
of Configuration A. All in all, Configuration B is more representative of current con- 
figurations. 
Figure 3a i l lustrates the large effect of the LES at M = 0.9. With the tower off, 
the layer separates at the cone-cylinder shoulder and does not reattach again until it 
impinges on the second frustum. The fluid then expands through sonic speed at  the 
shoulder and culminates in a normal shock. Addition of the LES provokes a completely 
different flow field. The only separated region l ies between the LES rocket and the 
command module. The attached boundary layer then t raverses  three local supersonic 
expansions and recompresses each time via weak normal waves. It seems to thicken 
as each frustum is approached and to thin out in each supersonic region. The final 
cylinder expansion and recompression is weaker than in the tower-off case. 
Figures 3b and 3c show the effects of tower addition and subsequent pitch-up at 
sonic velocity. The tower-off configuration again shows a strong separation at the nose 
cone shoulder and reattachment back on the aft cylinder. The first frustum generates a 
detached shock, its position being somewhat sensitive to the mixing layer contour. After  
an expansion, a dished shock wave on the second cylinder, thought to be a product of 
. both shoulder recompression and influence of the second frustum, decelerates the flow 
further. The extent of supersonic flow on the aft cylinder is considerably larger  than it 
was a t  M = 0.9. The normal shock is still on the aft cylinder. The flow velocity would 
not return to sonic value until far downstream in the wake. The tower-on flow field re- 
sembles its counterpart at M = 0.9, except that ( i) the boundary layer is thinner, 
( 2 )  the shocks and expansions are stronger,  (3) the shocks are further aft, and (4) the 
regions of supersonic flow a r e  larger  (much la rger  as we follow the flow downstream). 
Only one significant change occurs in the flow as the model is pitched up, but it 
is very important from the standpoint of the forces and moments. The mixing layer 
induced by the LES flare mis ses  the nose cone on the leeward meridian, inducing sep- 
arated flow and causing a significant change in pressure  differential. Further pitch-up 
merely increases the a r e a  of the vehicle covered by the separation. The leeward sides 
of the shocks weaken and move slightly forward in the body coordinates, while the wind- 
ward sides strengthen and move slightly aft, The results are large negative pressure 
coefficients. The boundary layer on the windward side is thinner because of the higher 
compression. 
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Figures 3d and 3e follow the format of Figures 3b and 3c for Mach i. 2.. A s  
Kuehn [5] predicted, the separated volume decreases on the tower-off shape as Mach 
number increases. The frustum shocks induce turbulent separation in the corners ,  and 
the tendency toward reattachment is rapid. 
frustums, they resemble attached conical shocks. It is believed that they a r e  such, and 
that the corresponding body angles and apex locations are effective values determined by 
the displacement thickness distribution of the separating boundary layer. The bow shock 
is, of course,  detached. 
Though the shocks stand away from the 
A t  this Mach number, addition of the LES increases the amount of separated flow. 
The surface Mach number is not high enough to allow the upstream frustum shock to 
attach to the effective frustum defined by the shock-induced separation. However, the 
downstream frustum shock does seem to be attached to the effective frustum. Small 
angle of attack increases the separation on the leeward side and causes an attached 
boundary layer on the windward side. In addition, the windward and leeward portions 
of the frustum shocks definitely assume attached and detached forms,  respectively. 
leeward sides of the shocks feather into weak waves near the body. 
The 
Figure 3f considers only angle of attack effects on the tower-on shape at M = 
i. 43. Now the surface Mach number is high enough that the separated boundary layers 
observed at M = I. 2, a! = 0" a r e  forced back on the body. 
definitely attached, and the boundary layer is thinner. The shock attached to the LES 
flare is quickly weakened by expansion waves from the end of the flare. A new shock 
appears where the tower-induced mixing layer impinges on the nose cone. It unravels 
into the unsteady tower mixing layer,  but seems to be of an attached form. 
ture  observed does not begin until the point where expansion waves from the cone- 
cylinder junction would hit the shock.) A 3-degree angle of attack induces separation 
on the leeward meridian. The leeward sides of the shocks a r e  all weaker, and the 
windward sides are stronger. The windward boundary layer is thinner, and the wind- 
ward portion of the nose cone shock still seems to be attached. A t  a! = 6",  the leeward 
separation is very extensive and seems about to cover the whole model length. 
nose cone shock emanates from approximately the same position a s  at  a! = 3", but now 
is curved closer to the body. This is probably caused by waves from the impingement 
region. 
The frustum shocks a r e  
(The curva- 
The 
Figure 3g shows the same  model a t  M = I. 93. The flow fields are similar to 
those of M = i. 43. Both the LES-flare shock and the nose cone shock move slightly aft, 
and all shocks a r e  now attached. Any shock curvature observed is the result  of im- 
pinging compression waves o r  rarefactions. The boundary layers are thinner, and the 
f ree  mixing layer on the leeward side at angle of attack has a well-behaved contour. At 
a! = 6" ,  nearly the whole leeward meridian is separated. Figure 4 shows two of the 
higher quality shadowgraphs used in the construction of the engineering interpretations. 
Both a r e  of Configuration B. 
lower photo resulted in Figure 3c. 
The upper photo was used to draw Figure 3d, and the 
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SECTION V. CONCLUSIONS 
Engineering interpretations of shadowgraphs , such as those presented herein, 
are valuable aids to the analysis of the aerodynamic characterist ics of unconventional 
configurations. They can be easily and cheaply reproduced; they can be annotated for  
clari ty,  and meaningless , but confusing,waves , reflections and striae are removed. 
The test Reynolds numbers were high enough that the pictured flow field and the 
ful.1 scale flow field will correspond directly for low angles of attack. For gross effects, 
Reynolds number independence is declared in this Mach number range. 
The usual exact, attached-flow theoretical concepts cannot be used to predict 
transonic and low-supersonic characterist ics on these shapes. 
Large areas of the vehicle are immersed in regions of separated flow. The 
peripheral distribution of these regions is' highly sensitive to angle of attack. 
In the transonic range, subsonic and supersonic velocities alternate on the ve- 
hicle. Local supersonic flow and associated compression waves first occur near 
M = 0.8. 
Strong shock-wave boundary-layer interactions occur on or  near the frustums , 
with the shocks often riding on or  near the roots of the separations. The mixing layers 
a r e  unsteady, and the Chapman concept of smooth recirculating flow in separated regions 
obviously does not apply. These phenomena are indicators of fluctuating pressures.  
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